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Introduction
Food destination development (including food and drink) is now recognised in the UK,  
Republic of Ireland and throughout Europe as an integral part of the wider visitor offer. 

Destinations are allocating more and more resources, strategically and operationally, to the  
creation of a unique food tourism product that serves to differentiate the destination from its 
competitors, providing a compelling reason to visit that will attract more visitors to stay longer  
and spend more. The visitor wants to learn the story around the ingredients, to be enmeshed in  
the culture of product and place and to connect emotionally with the food destination experience.

Ards and North Down Borough Council, prior to commissioning this plan, had already started the 
development journey through a programme of mapping and identifying local producers and key  
outlets, offering support packages for producers and providers and delivery of food-focused events  
such as the Comber Earlies Food Festival. There is a buoyant locally run farmers' market in Comber,  
and the introduction of Sundown Markets as part of the Open House Festival in summer 2017  
attracted on average over 3,000 people. 

This Plan was commissioned to consolidate and build on this solid groundwork to date. While it was  
clear that Ards and North Down had great potential as a food destination, it was less evident how 
the different components should best be combined to build a coherent food offer and food tourism 
experience. This Plan sets out a compelling, differentiated food tourism proposition which is carefully 
positioned within the wider tourism offer. The vision it proposes will be delivered through a targeted 
programme of initiatives and activity.

Project Methodology
• Desk Research
• Consultation and Engagement
•  Competitive Territorial Analysis  

(Destination Audit)
• Comparative Analysis (Benchmarking)
•  Strategic Integration and alignment to  

the Integrated Tourism, Regeneration,  
Economic Development and Planning Strategy  
2018- 2030 (ITRDS) and Action Planning

The vision

“ To establish Ards and 
North Down Borough  
as a premier food  
tourism destination  
on the island of Ireland.”
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What is a Food Destination?
Food tourism is no longer a niche segment of the tourism industry and  
is being increasingly recognised for its value in tapping into the unique 
heritage and culture of a place, as part of the wider visitor experience. 

The Fáilte Ireland Food and Drink Strategy 2018–2023 estimates that food  
and beverage consumption accounts for 35% of all international tourism 
revenues, equating to around €2 billion in 2017. The strategy defines Food 
Tourism as including “any tourism experience in which one learns about, 
appreciates and/or consumes food and drink that reflects the local cuisine 
and culture of a place”.  A density of such experiences is what makes a 
successful food destination.

A Fáilte Ireland visitor survey showed that, pre-visit, tourists did not really 
consider Ireland to be a food destination and came with low expectations.  
In contrast, after their visit, they expressed praise for the quality of Irish  
food, although they generally did not view the range of food as extensive  
and pointed to a lack of emphasis on fish.

Fáilte Ireland's strategy has categorised Food Tourists as: 
•  Culinary Tourists who seek unique, memorable eating and drinking 

experiences but who represent only around 10% of the market.
•  “Food as Fuel” Tourists who want to consume food as quickly  

and cheaply as possible and represent a further 10% of the market.
•  Leisure Tourists who want high quality food and experiences but for whom 

this is not a primary motivation to travel, accounting for 80% of the market.

The Fáilte Ireland strategy focuses on developing food and drink for  
the Leisure Tourist and improving their accessibility and appeal to key 
prospective segments across the Republic of Ireland’s main international 
markets – the USA, UK, France and Germany. The resulting food and drink 
brand will form a key part of the main branded experience and contribute  
to tourism objectives to:
• Generate and sustain economic opportunity and economic development. 
• Increase visitor numbers, dwell time, spend and satisfaction.
• Increase visitor numbers to less-visited areas. 
•  Improve the linkages between and add value to  

a range of attractions, activities and experiences. 
• Reinforce the strengths and characteristics of a destination. 
•  Drive growth in international visitor numbers, tourism  

revenue and associated tourism employment. 
• Disperse visitor traffic towards ‘hidden gems’. 
•  Establish a destination as a ‘must visit’, with an evolving  

breadth and depth of stimulating experiences. 

The overall aim of this strategy is to “consistently enhance the visitor 
experience through food and drink and make a strong contribution  
to overall tourism revenue growth” which will be achieved by: 
•  Growing the number of tourism operators engaged with food and drink 

development initiatives such that the probability of encountering great 
experiences increases. 

•  Working to build an enhanced awareness and perception  
of the Republic of Ireland’s food and drink offering. 
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VISITBRITAIN/DEFRA RESEARCH

Research by VisitBritain and DEFRA  demonstrates that food and drink have a 
significant influence on travel behaviour for the outbound population of most 
European and North American countries. The research concluded: 
• Most people like to try local food and drink when travelling.
     •  "When I visit somewhere new, I like to try the local food and drink"  

– 88% Agree
     •  "I choose holiday destinations where I know I can eat well"  

– 65% Agree
•  People who factor food into their travel decisions tend to be  

younger, more adventurous and have better views of local food.
•  Authenticity and novelty are the biggest priorities for tourists.
• Interest in trying local food products is very high.

As a result, destinations around the world are positioning themselves as food 
hubs and actively promoting their food offer. They can be classified as follows:
•  Heritage food destinations: cities or regions that have long had a  

reputation for high quality food. Many of these are in Mediterranean 
countries (France, Italy, Lebanon) and they also include cities such  
as San Francisco, Hong Kong and Delhi. 

•  Emerging or recently emerged destinations: these are destinations  
that were lesser known, but which are now building a solid reputation.  
They include cities such as Seattle, Hanoi, Melbourne and Okinawa,  
and states or regions such as Kerala or the Basque Country.

•  "With potential" destinations: in many parts of the world, the food  
products, traditions and climate provide the conditions for developing  
a rich and interesting food offer and are becoming increasingly well  
known. (This is certainly the case for Northern Ireland as a whole.)

OTHER RESEARCH

A 2014 report into food tourism by the Pangaea Network2 concluded:
•  Food and wine experiences affect the perception of a destination by up to 

50% in Spain, France, the UK and Italy. 
•  66% of tour operators believe that culinary factors are relevant in the choice 

of the destination.
• Food tourism is seen as a growing sector. 

Potential customers
•  Both men and women book food tourism travel. They are typically  

aged between 36 and 55 years and prefer to travel in pairs.
•  They tend to prefer trips lasting two to three days and spend  

an average of between €100 and €250 per person per day.

Being recognised as a quality food tourism destination has wider 
ramifications for the local economy:
•  It is an offer that can be developed in largely rural areas that lack the 

infrastructure to develop other forms of tourism.
•  It can have a measurable impact on the economy of a destination, creating 

jobs and micro-businesses that, in turn, help drive other economic activity.
•  It can help maintain traditional activities such as farming and fishing,  

which are important to the management of the landscape and the  
social structures of local communities.

Chefs are ambassadors of a territory. Destinations have to work on 
storytelling, building a narrative of food in the destination, looking  
for new angles that reflect the "beauty of uniqueness". The digital era 
multiplies information channels, promotes conversations and provides  
the opportunity to listen. The construction of the messages is vital –  
they must always be inspiring; an invitation to dream .
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Food Hubs
Bangor and Portaferry, as important ‘gateway’ points to  
Ards and North Down, have a key role to play as hubs in  
food destination development. Additional food hubs have  
been identified at Comber, Donaghadee and Portavogie. 

These towns and villages have the capacity to deliver on  
food experience development opportunities and serve as  
important ‘staging’ points in the visitor journey by providing  
supporting visitor services, facilities and orientation. 

There is also evidence that they have a disposition and  
appetite for working collaboratively with key players to develop  
and deliver connected food experiences. Other coastal and  
loughshore settlements can also aspire to hub status, if they  
can demonstrate similar assets and capabilities, strengthening  
the food offer still further.
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Ards and North Down: Emerging Food Hubs

10 miles to Belfast City Airport
• 35 minutes flight to Glasgow
• 45 minutes flight to Manchester/Liverpool

Stranraer 2h 15m, Holyhead 3h 30m

2h 15m to Dublin
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The Food Destination Framework
A food destination is a combination of assets, capacity and food experiences. The Food Hub Destination 
Framework below presents all the elements together objectively, in an easy to understand format.  
(Food Destination Framework © Team Tourism Consulting)

Natural Resources
Geology and climate

Identity
Extent of identity in the territory; 

shared history, local pride,  
dialect and other characteristics

Provenance
Core food offer of the  

destination; Food heritage

Community
Existence of local and nearby 

communities of food enthusiasts

Enablers
Public & private 
sector bodies or 
people who work 
with stakeholders

Production
Variety and  
number of 
companies  
preparing & 

processing food

Supply Chain
Links between 

producers,  
processers and 

retailers that 
facilitate routes  

to market

Local Produce
Volume, value  
of and interest  

in local produce

Skills
Availability of 

skilled labour for 
production, food 
processing and 
restaurant trade

Export
Support 

infrastructures  
and network  
that facilitate 
exportation

Ambassadors
Number & quality 
of food & tourism 
professionals to 
develop territory  

as food hub

Gastronomy
Area’s reputation  
for high quality 

cuisine

Retail
What people  

see in the shops, 
streets with  

markets

Lead Products 
Area’s reputation  

for products,  
specific ingredients, 

food production 
processes or  

culinary experiences

Visibility
Clarity with which 
the food offer is 

promoted

Events
Number, size  

and/or success  
and spread  

of food events

Welcome
Ease with which  
the visitor can  

come into contact 
with food and  

food stakeholders

Bookable
Number, richness 

and interest in 
packaged and 
bookable food 

tourism products

The Food Experience

Territory Assets

Attractions
Sites and places for visitors

Landscapes
Quality of natural, rural  

or urban landscapes

Accommodation
Availability of places to stay

Connectivity
Ease with which the food offer  

can be reached and visited

Tourism Assets

Capacity
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Ards and North Down as currently rated on the  
Food Destination Framework (traffic light ratings)

The Food Experience

Territory Assets Tourism Assets

Capacity

Natural Resources
Very high

Identity
Currently weak

Provenance
Considerable Potential

Community
Developing

Enablers
Good  

potential

Production
Good  

potential

Supply Chain
Issues to  

be resolved

Local Produce
High

Skills
Areas of  

opportunity  
and risk

Export
Weak in  
general

Ambassadors
Good  

potential

Gastronomy
Promising with 
significant gaps

Retail
Low  

visibility

Lead Products 
Unexploited 
potential not  
easily visible  
to the visitor

Visibility
Moderate

Events
High potential  

but needs 
development

Welcome
Good in general 

but weak for 
food provenance 

promotion 
and bookable 
experiences

Bookable
In early  
stages

Attractions
Moderately high

Landscapes
Moderate to high

Accommodation
Moderate only

Connectivity
High in northern part of the borough 

and less so in remote areas



Overview of the 
Consultation Process
The preparation of the Ards and North Down  
Food Destination Development Plan (FDDP) 
involved an intense consultation phase during  
2017 with one-to-one interviews, surveys, 
workshops, engagement with food producers, 
retailers, hospitality providers, other related  
small businesses, local community representatives 
and elected Members. The process included site 
visits to ascertain the extent of the current offer, 
existing products and markets and development 
opportunities; to update the current local producer 
database; to assess current marketing activity;  
to identify evidence of clustering; to assess  
the area’s tourism resources and infrastructure;  
and to identify product and market opportunities.

The key issues from the online survey are 
summarised in the table opposite
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Key Issues Key Assets Key Challenges Suggestions to create  
a food destination

•  In comparison with other regions 
and locations around the world, 
the majority of respondents  
(70%) felt that the Ards and  
North Down Borough was either  
not at all strongly perceived  
or not very strongly perceived  
as a food destination. 

•  The vast majority of respondents 
(92%) felt that the reputation  
of Ards and North Down as a  
food destination had improved  
over the preceding five years,  
with 15% stating that it had 
significantly improved.  

•  Almost all respondents (96%) 
expressed some level of  
confidence that Ards and North 
Down could become a top food 
destination with almost half  
of respondents (46%) being  
“very” or “extremely” confident. 

•  Excellent, award-winning 
restaurants serving local produce.

•  Brilliant fresh seafood offered  
in and around Portavogie,  
Kircubbin and other Borough  
towns and villages. 

• Seasonal produce.
• Unique soil on farmlands.
•  Local food in local  

restaurants in key locations.
•  New/emerging distilleries  

and breweries. 
• Ice cream producers.
•  Specialist food providers, 

atmospheric locations  
and great people.

•  Close proximity to Belfast  
enabling attraction of high  
numbers of tourists/visitors. 

•  Northern Ireland’s first Iced  
Coffee Range and authentic  
oriental eateries. 

•  Competition from other Boroughs.
•  Lack of interest from the  

general public and lack of 
appreciation of local food. 

•  Communication is  
the biggest downfall.

•  VAT, licensing laws, political 
instability/inactivity.

•  We need to shout about our  
food in this area which involves 
expenditure on leaflets, media 
advertising, signage, social  
media and online exposure. 

•  Local apathy to fresh,  
wholesome, natural  
food production.

•  Shortage of trained staff.

•  Collaboration between  
restaurants/food producers  
for food tours/hampers.

•  Building awareness of the  
quality and provenance of  
the local food offer in the  
local community to establish  
a world-class food destination. 

•  Encourage local businesses  
to enter major food awards  
and PR of existing awards. 

•  More food-based events/festivals  
and more focus on food in 
established events. Signage 
throughout Borough for  
events and develop food trails.

•  The creation of a brand,  
with associated promotional 
materials, which is used by all 
stakeholders in the destination.

•  A joined-up approach between local 
producers, tourism bodies, non-food 
tourist attractions etc. to develop  
a complete tourism offering.

•  Investigate more funding avenues  
to assist local farmers to diversify 
into visitor-focused activity such  
as farm shops and open farms.

•  Greater investment in marketing 
and promotion by the public  
and private sectors.

•  Investment in roads and  
transport links in rural areas.

•  Develop more self-guided food  
tours using digital technology.

•  Create food clusters  
across the Borough.
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Analysis Conclusions
From the analysis completed, the following has been concluded: 
•  The destination has potential, but still has some way to go to  

become a significant food destination, recognised internationally.

In terms of assets:
•  The components of the food destination framework that can be considered 

as strengths are: Natural resources, Landscapes, and Community.
•  An area of potential is Provenance (exploitation of food heritage).
•  The weaknesses identified include the lack of a strong identity  

and overarching, compelling visitor experience within which  
the food destination proposition would be a major component. 

In terms of capacity:
• The most evident strength is Local Produce.
•  The following show high potential: Enablers,  

Ambassadors, Production and Gastronomy.
• Critical weaknesses include Skills and the Supply Chain.

In terms of food experience:
•  Compared to established and known food destinations around Europe,  

Ards and North Down cannot claim equivalent strengths in any area.
•  However, Gastronomy, Lead Products, Retail  

(markets) and Events all show high potential.
•  For the moment, there are significant weaknesses regarding  

Bookable Products and Visibility as a food destination.

The Food Destination Proposition
Set within the wider destination propositions, the food destination  
proposition should be developed in relation to three main opportunities: 
•  Quality, innovative artisan food and drink,  

based on authenticity and tradition.
• Quality, fresh seafood, linked to seafood tourism.
• Quality, authentic eating and dining, that is “of the place”.
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Key Target Markets 

A successful food destination must be underpinned by an active and informed 
local resident market to sustain the local food sector all year round and avoid 
supply and demand issues related to seasonality, economic fluctuations or 
infrastructural barriers. There is some evidence of this with the success of 
and local support for food-related festivals such as the Open House Festival, 
Portavogie Seafood Festival and Comber Earlies Food Festival. 

Integrated Tourism, Regeneration and Development Strategy, and recent 
Tourism NI research of the Republic of Ireland market, have identified the 
below key visitor target markets as offering the best prospects for future 
tourism growth. A combination of resident market support and appeal  
to out-of-Borough and out-of-state visitors will ultimately determine  
the success of Ards and North Down as a food destination.

Domestic  
Family  
Market

Out of  
State  

Markets

Visitor  
Segment - 

International 
Segment

Visitor  
Segment -  
ROI Market

•  Culturally Curious
• Social Energiser
• Great Escaper

•  Open to Ideas
• Open minded Explorers 
• Great Escaper
• Active Maximisers

Key Visitor  
Target  

Markets

•  GB
•  ROI
• Mainland Europe
• North America



The Outcomes 

What will the Food Destination Development Plan achieve?

•  An innovative, creative, sustainable local food sector, positioned as a key 
economic driver for the Borough.

•  Robust supply chains and distribution networks responsive to the needs of 
producers and end users.

•  A local community with access to, and appreciation of, the local food offer 
and its importance to economic and social regeneration.  

•  Carefully curated visitor experiences (bookable activities, events, have-a-go 
experiences, trails etc.) which support the Borough’s food and drink identity 
and key propositions. 

•  Increased visitor awareness of the food offer and identity. 
•  A commercially viable sector which significantly contributes to delivery of 

the targets for visitor numbers, visitor spend and jobs outlined in the ITRDS.
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Food Destination Development Plan – Steps to Delivery

1 Appointment of a Food and Drink Development Officer.

2   Establishment of a Food and Drink Development Network.

3   Investigation of setting up a Food and  
Drink Resource and Innovation Hub.

4   Creation of Local Food and Drink Groups.

5   Design and rollout of a Food and Drink Branding  
Strategy and Communications/Promotional Plan.

6   Delivery of a comprehensive, three-year Action  
Plan, addressing amber and red areas on the Food  
Destination Framework for Ards and North Down.

7  A tailored programme of support for sector capacity  
building linking to related Integrated Tourism, Regeneration  
and Economic Development Strategy actions.

8    Contribution to Integrated Tourism, Regeneration and  
Development Strategy targets of 7,500 jobs created,  
a 10% increase in share of overnight trips to Northern  
Ireland and visitor expenditure of £82 million in the  
Borough, by 2030.
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The Council extends its thanks to all who have contributed  
to this plan and looks forward to continued collaboration  
through the course of its delivery. 

A more comprehensive version of the plan, including  
comparator case studies, is available on request –  
please email fdo@ardsandnorthdown.gov.uk


